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This book introduces the reader to the notions, the techniques, and the theory of grammatical picture generation, a research field focusing on formal systems that describe sets of pictures by means of syntactic rules. The book presents important types of picture generators, using a tree-based approach to stress their common algorithmic basis, the treatment influenced by the theory of computation, and the theory of formal languages in particular. It guides the reader through the basics of the tree-based approach on to dedicated chapters on line-drawing languages, collage grammars, iterated function systems, grid picture languages, languages of fractals, and languages of coloured collages, while presenting results about (un)decidable, NP-complete, or efficiently solvable problems, normal forms, hierarchies of language classes, and related phenomena. In support, the book contains detailed exercises throughout, and the software on the enclosed CD allows the reader to experiment with the picture generators explained in the text. The book is of interest to researchers and graduate students in computer science and mathematics who are engaged with the theory and practice of picture-generating systems.

Pictures are important, in everyday life as well as in art, engineering, and most branches of the natural and social sciences. About three decades ago, the observation that simple geometric processes often yield very complex geometric objects (i.e., pictures) gave rise to new branches of mathematics whose purpose was to study such processes and the resulting pictures: fractal geometry, dynamic systems, and chaos theory. More or less in parallel with this development, the increasing availability of computer desktop systems and other graphical output devices made computer scientists think about formal systems to describe sets of pictures. This led to the development of various types of picture-generating devices. This book is about such picture generators, including some of the most basic devices studied in fractal geometry.

In the computer science literature, the first devices for picture generation were proposed in the late 1960s and early 1970s, most notably the array grammars of Rosenfeld, Siromoney, and others, and the shape grammars of Gips and Stiny. About a decade later, picture generators based on string grammars were proposed, using either the chain-code interpretation of Freeman or the turtle geometry known from the Logo programming language. Each of these lines of research has been continued ever since, and various other approaches have been proposed.
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System-Level Design Methodologies for TelecommunicationSpringer, 2013

	Long-term evolution (LTE) indoor coverage is becoming important day

	by day due to multilayer design and high traffic-building premises. Nowadays, it is

	true that user expectations from operator’s indoor high-quality services and capacity

	availability provides a well-promised opportunity to offer improved LTE services

	with...
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Algebraic Models in Geometry (Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Oxford University Press, 2008
Rational homotopy is a very powerful tool for differential topology and geometry.  This text aims to provide graduates and researchers with the tools necessary for the use of rational homotopy in geometry.  Algebraic Models in Geometry has been written for topologists who are drawn to geometrical problems amenable to topological methods and also...
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The Wealth and Poverty of Nations: Why Some Are So Rich and Some So PoorW W Norton, 1998
A towering work of history examining the world's most pressing problem--the growing gulf between rich and poor. For the last six hundred years, the world's wealthiest countries have been mostly European. Late in our century, the balance has begun to shift toward Asia, where countries such as Japan have grown at astounding rates. Why have these...
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CCNP ISCW Official Exam Certification GuideCisco Press, 2007
CCNP ISCW Official Exam Certification Guide is an excellent self-study resource for the CCNP ISCW exam. Passing the exam validates the knowledge, skills, and understanding needed to master the features used in larger corporate remote-access facilities and Internet service provider (ISP) operations. It is one of several exams required to attain the...
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PMP® in Depth: Project Management Professional Certification Study Guide for the PMP® ExamApress, 2018

	Use this study guide to prepare for the Project Management Professional (PMP) exam administered by the Project Management Institute (PMI).
	


	
		The revised third edition of the best-selling PMP in Depth, updated to the sixth edition of PMBOK, has a laser-sharp focus on the exam objectives for project...
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Freedom and Evolution: Hierarchy in Nature, Society and ScienceSpringer, 2019

	The book begins with familiar designs found all around and inside us (such as the ‘trees’ of river basins, human lungs, blood and city traffic). It then shows how all flow systems are driven by power from natural engines everywhere, and how they are endlessly shaped because of freedom. Finally, Professor Bejan explains...
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